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We’ve taken the 
experience to the 
next level.
Salesforce Lightning is a more productive and modern way to work. It’s a 

completely reimagined experience, framework and ecosystem that you’ll 

love. Now, with the latest release, there are hundreds of new and incredible 

things that our users are doing in Lightning Experience — resulting in 41% 

increase in productivity. And more features are arriving with every release. 

Ready to blaze new trails? Put your business on the Lightning Experience 

autobahn — and move full speed ahead.

41%  
productivity uplift with 
Lightning

Hundreds of  
new and incredible features 
in Lightning



Hi there!

Meet Trailhead, the fun way to learn about Salesforce! Now you 

can take the “Blaze Your Trail to Lightning” Trailmix, a custom 

learning path that will help you become a Lightning expert!

.

Business Users p. 4 

Get to next level productivity,  
out-of-the-box.

Whether you’re in Sales or Service, 
Lightning Experience helps Salesforce 
users soar to the highest levels of 
productivity, with features like Kanban, 
Path and Guidance, Opportunity 
Workspace, Split View, mass inline 
edit in List View, Keyboard Shortcuts, 
Lightning Console Apps, and so much 
more.

Admins p. 19

Customize Lightning Experience with 
clicks, not code.

We know responsibility falls on your 
shoulders to make Lightning Experience 
the best experience for your users. With 
every release, we add tons of incredible 
features, like Dynamic Lightning Pages 
in Lightning App Builder and new, out-
of-the-box components, that make it 
easier than ever to customize Lightning 
Experience — the way you want.

Developers p. 26 

Build reusable components and modern 
apps faster and easier than ever before.

Quickly spin up apps for any and all use 
cases, as you easily reuse code across 
components — without breaking your 
customizations. With the Lightning 
Component Framework, Lightning 
Design System, and powerful Developer 
tools at your fingertips, you can build 
modern and beautiful apps that 
revolutionize how you do business.

We’ve built Lightning for everyone.

https://trailhead.salesforce.com/users/00550000006yDdKAAU/trailmixes/blaze-your-trail-to-lightning


 Lightning for  
Business Users

Business User Features

1  |  Opportunity Workspace p. 5

2  |  Path and Guidance p. 6

3  |  Kanban p. 7

4  |  Lightning Console Apps p. 8

5  |  Split View p. 9

6  |  Einstein Search p. 10

7  |  Lightning Dialer p. 11

 8  |  Utility Bar p. 12

 9  |  Global Quick Actions p. 13

10  |  Integrated Email p. 14

11  |  Favorites p. 15

12  |  Keyboard Shortcuts p. 16

13  |  Reports and Dashboards p. 17

14  |  Salesforce Einstein p. 18
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Opportunity Workspace
Boost productivity with a workspace  
built just for you. 

Moving deals through the sales process is easier 

than ever with this action-optimized Opportunity 

Workspace — a one-stop shop for sales reps trying to 

close deals fast. 

While in the workspace, you can see all the details 

about a single opportunity in one place. The 

highlights panel puts important contact details front 

and center. Path guides you through the optimal 

business workflow. Related information, such as 

contacts, products, and notes, is quickly accessible. 

And now you can work deals more efficiently using 

the handy composer to quickly log calls, create tasks 

and events, send emails, and more. 

And you never have to guess what’s left to be done—

your scheduled activities appear under Next Steps. 

Logged calls, completed tasks, past events, and sent 

emails appear under Past Activity. 
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Path and Guidance
Your guide through any workflow.

Path in Lightning Experience makes it easy for 

you to see the next steps to keep deals moving 

forward. Be guided along the steps of a process, 

such as working a fresh lead to successfully 

converting it to an opportunity. At each step, help 

your team succeed with step-specific Guidance 

and resources.

Now Path is available across nearly every object. 

For example, we’ve added Path to contracts and 

orders to visually highlight key fields and provide 

users with helpful links, policy information, and 

tips at each step. So it’s no longer just about 

guided selling.
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Because of features like Path and 
Guidance, Lightning users are seeing 
22% higher conversion rates over 
Classic.
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BUSINESS USERS

Kanban 
Drag and drop records on the fly, and seamlessly 
create and edit lists.

Display records visually by switching to Kanban view on 

almost any List View. So any pipeline or organization 

workflow works. Drag records from one column to 

another. Easily edit or delete records directly from 

the Kanban view. Whether your teams are organizing 

opportunities, leads, contracts, campaigns, or custom 

objects like candidates in a hiring pipeline, you can use 

Kanban to sort and segment effortlessly. 

With List View, you can seamlessly create and edit 

custom List Views to quickly find relevant data. See data 

faster with more intuitive List Views, and search on-the-

fly for a specific List View. Visualize data with handy List 

View charts, or apply filters to slice the data as needed. 
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Lightning Console Apps
Supercharge productivity with intuitive Console Apps 
that work the way you do.

Lightning Console Apps boost productivity by 

enabling you to edit and reference multiple 

records at once. When you choose a record from 

a related list, it opens as a tab in the console. 

When you open a related record, it opens as a 

sub-tab. Console Apps remember tabs, so when 

you navigate away from the page, you don’t lose 

any time when you come back.

Lightning Console Apps have much of the same 

console functionality that you’re used to with 

Salesforce Classic, such as the three-column 

layout and pinned tabs. You can customize 

Lightning Console Apps with Lightning pages 

and components, thanks to the flexibility of the 

Lightning platform.

For Sales and Service, we’re providing out-of-the-

box Console Apps. These apps are located in the 

App Launcher under Lightning Sales Console and 

Lightning Service Console. You can also create 

your own Console Apps in Lightning Experience.
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BUSINESS USERS

Split View
Take multi-tasking to the next level and get more 
done without the hassle.

Split View allows reps and agents to maintain context 

and visibility to a list while viewing a record. Now users 

can work even more quickly with Split View, with a 

collapsible pane that keeps the List Views you need 

close at hand.

It’s great for call blitzes or servicing multiple cases. Split 

View is particularly useful for an Inside Sales team who 

is working a set list of leads or follow-ups. It allows you 

to easily pull back in the List View without losing context 

to the records you are working. 

Because of features like Split View, 
Lightning users are seeing a 23% 
improvement in time to close over 
Classic.

1 2 3 4 141312111098765
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Einstein Search
Find what you need in a fraction of time with 
AI-Powered search.

Search in Lightning Experience just got better. 

Get top results and records faster. Find external 

content without ever leaving Salesforce. And 

with the latest capabilities like Typeahead, Pre-

scoping, Spell Correction, and more, Lightning 

users are experiencing improved search 

performance by 30%.

With Typeahead, Salesforce knows what you’re 

searching for even before you’re done typing. Skip 

the search results page, and arrive at the right 

result, using only the first few characters typed. 

With Spell Correction, we’ll automatically fetch 

the spelling-corrected results — regardless of the 

occasional misspellings. And if you already know 

the type of information that you want, such as the 

cases that your service agents are working on, you 

can limit your search to a single object — to pare 

down results and get exactly what you need.
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BUSINESS USERS

Lightning Dialer
Save time and effort with the latest  
voicemail drop.

Use phone features without ever leaving Salesforce. 

Make and receive calls, add notes, and log call 

information with ease — right where you work. 

And now you can save time and effort by pre-

recording voicemail messages with the latest 

Voicemail Drop in Lightning Dialer. With one click, 

you can quickly leave one voicemail for a whole list of 

similar prospects. Simply record a message that you 

can “drop” on the list, and move on to the next call, 

saving time and effort.
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Because of features like Lightning 
Dialer, Lightning users are seeing 
23% higher outbound call volume 
over Classic.
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Utility Bar
Add components that stick around, regardless of 
what you’re doing.

The Utility Bar brings a whole new level of app 

level customization. Frequently need to run a 

flow that creates a new record? No problem. 

Want to see your notes, or pull up Chatter – 

you’ve got it! Why not throw in a few frequently 

used report charts? Because you can. 

The Utility Bar stays with you at the bottom of the 

page as a fixed footer, and can be customized 

per app – so if you have an app for your Sales 

team and an app for Marketing, with both 

teams needing different tools, you can provide 

them. With the ability to launch a flow or even a 

Visualforce page from your toolbelt, you can do 

pretty much anything.
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8

With the ability to launch a flow 
or even a Visualforce page from 
your toolbelt, you can do pretty 
much anything.

141312111091 2 3 4 5 6 7
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BUSINESS USERS

Global Quick Actions
Take more actions from the Global Actions Menu.

Sales and Service pros can achieve a whole new level 

of multi-tasking with Global Quick Actions and the 

Docked Composer. Create records, log calls, jot down 

notes, and launch canvas, Visualforce, and Lightning 

component actions from anywhere in Lightning 

Experience — without switching away from other work in 

progress. It frees you from having to search for the right 

record before knocking off a to-do item. And no more 

juggling several browser tabs to create multiple notes or 

activities at the same time. Global Quick Actions open 

in a Docked Composer window on the current page.

You can add Global Actions to any page that supports 

actions, like the Home page, the Chatter tab, object 

pages, and custom Lightning app pages.
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Integrated Email
Get the power of Lightning natively integrated into Gmail 
— you can have it all. Send email from anywhere in Lightning Experience by 

adding the Send Email action to any activity-enabled 

object, including custom objects. Expand your email 

composer while writing an email; a larger screen makes 

it easier to see what you’re writing. And, feel free to 

navigate to another screen without fear. You won’t lose 

your email.

Now you can easily relate emails to multiple contacts, 

leads, and users, and to a single opportunity, campaign, 

case, account or person account. 

Also experience the power of Salesforce Lightning 

CRM right in Gmail. Lightning for Gmail is a brand-new, 

native integration between Salesforce CRM and Gmail 

that lets you see all of the contextual records related to 

each email, brings new apps into the Gmail side panel, 

and more. It’s the power of Lightning, now in Gmail. 

Breeze through your daily correspondence. Whether 

it’s writing to prospects or customers, you can craft 

emails quicker with Lightning email templates. When 

you’re ready to send an email, pull up the template in 

Lightning for Gmail, and tweak the content as needed. 

You can even use Merge fields to include Salesforce 

record details. 
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BUSINESS USERS

Favorites
Create shortcuts to important records, lists, groups, 
and more — similar to bookmarks, but better. 

Using a sales app? Working with the Lightning Service 

Console? Your Favorites don’t care. They open in whichever 

app you’re using. No more switching to the app where you 

created your Favorite. 

Favorites let you quickly access important records, lists, 

groups, dashboards, and other frequently used pages in 

Salesforce. They’re similar to bookmarks in a web browser, 

but better because your favorites are available no matter 

which browser or computer you use to log into  

Lightning Experience.
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Keyboard Shortcuts
Ditch your mouse — keyboard shortcuts are here.

You can now use Keyboard Shortcuts to maximize 

efficiency and speed while working in Lightning 

Experience. You can search for, edit, save, and close a 

record — all without touching a mouse. We’ve even got 

Keyboard Shortcuts to help you go to the publisher and 

post to a feed. 

Lightning Console Apps can also use Keyboard 

Shortcuts. With Keyboard Shortcuts, your sales reps, 

support agents, and other console users can manage 

their records faster and more efficiently. So start 

planning what you want to do with all the time you’re 

going to save! 

To view the available Keyboard Shortcuts, simply press: 

Windows: Ctrl+/ 

macOS: Cmd+/ 
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BUSINESS USERS

Reports and Dashboards
Let data drive your actions.

Make informed decisions using Reports and 

Dashboards. Lightning Experience brings a heap of 

enhancements. Animated, interactive charts illustrate 

data. A robust report run page is easier to read and 

filter. And the dashboard editor supports more than 

three columns and features components that span 

multiple columns and rows.

Transition easily from Salesforce Classic to Lightning 

Experience with Reports and Dashboards that are 

automatically viewable in the new interface. And they 

inherit all permissions and sharing settings that were 

defined in Salesforce Classic. 
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Because of features like Reports 
and Dashboards, Lightning users 
are seeing a 40% increase in 
collaboration over Classic.
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Salesforce Einstein
Add intelligence to your CRM with a personal data 
scientist at your fingertips.

Get AI on your side. Focus on the best leads first 

with Einstein Lead Scoring. Focus sales reps on the 

right deals, every time, with Einstein Opportunity 

Scoring. Uncover the winning sales move with Einstein 

Opportunity Insights. Skip the data entry with Einstein 

Activity Capture. And prioritize your inbox with Einstein 

Email Insights. 

Now you can supercharge the productivity of your 

Sales, Service, and Marketing teams with AI. With key 

predictions, intelligent recommendations, and timely 

automation, everyone can work smarter and faster. 
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 Lightning  
for Admins

Admin Features

1  |  Lightning App Builder p. 20

2  |  Lightning Page Templates p. 21

3  |  Lightning Components p. 22

4  |  Dynamic Lightning Pages p. 23

5  |   Lightning Community Builder p. 24

6  |  Lightning Service Setup p. 25



Lightning App Builder
Build custom pages for Lightning 
Experience and Salesforce1 quickly  
with drag-and-drop tools.

The Lightning App Builder is a powerful point-

and-click tool that makes it easy for Admins to 

create custom pages for Lightning Experience 

and Salesforce1, without code. With the Lightning 

App Builder, you can easily combine standard 

components, custom components, and third-party 

components on AppExchange on a single page to 

give your users what they need. 
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2

ADMINS

Lightning Page Templates
Skip ahead and use out-of-the-box or  
custom page templates.

Now Admins have access to out-of-the-box 

Lightning Page Templates that allow them 

to tailor the page to suit their needs. These 

pages are responsive, too. And in these 

templatized Lightning Pages, Admins have 

dozens of different drag-and-drop Declarative 

Components to build a page or app with. 

And Developers can take it a step further by 

creating Custom Lightning Page Templates, 

so Admins have greater customization with 

Lightning App Builder drop zones. This makes 

it easier than ever to create and access layouts 

that are suitable for all types of form factors.

1 5 643



Lightning Components
Leverage self-contained and reusable components 
to build amazing apps even faster. 

Lightning Components are the self-contained and 

reusable units of an app. They represent a reusable 

section of the UI, and can range in granularity from a 

single line of text to an entire app.

Now Admins can combine standard components, 

custom components, and third-party components 

on AppExchange on a single page – all without 

needing to write a line of code. 
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4

ADMINS

Dynamic Lightning Pages
Enjoy more control over whether a component  
appears on a page.

Now you can control when a component 

appears on a record page by adding filter 

conditions and logic to its properties. No need 

to add anything to your custom components. 

It’s all handled by the Lightning App Builder. 

For example, maybe you want to give your Sales 

team the option to escalate for deal support 

help only if an opportunity is greater than 

$100K. Now you can. 

Component visibility filters are supported for 

standard components, custom components, 

and components from AppExchange. If you 

don’t define a filter, the component displays on 

the Lightning record page as usual. 

1 2 3 5 6



Lightning Community 
Builder & Templates
Create and customize community pages  
with ease.

Lightning Community Builder is like the Lightning 

App Builder, except that it’s used to design and build 

communities using Lightning components. Just like 

the Lightning App Builder, Admins can use standard or 

custom components to create community pages with 

point-and-click customization.

Easily create, brand, and publish a custom community 

that looks great on desktop or any mobile device! Choose 

a template to quickly start your community, and then style 

the pages to match your company’s branding.
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Choose a template to quickly start your 
community, and then style the pages to 
match your company’s branding.

1 2 3 4
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Lightning Service Setup
Get Service up and running quickly.

Your life just got a whole lot easier. Service 

Cloud Lightning is a powerful tool with so many 

incredible features. But setup can be daunting, 

especially if you’re new to the product. Thanks to 

Lightning Service Setup, those days of doubt are 

over. Lightning Service Setup offers easy-to-follow 

setup flows, an intuitive setup tree displaying  

the most essential nodes, and a performance  

metrics dashboard. 

Lightning Service Setup now offers setup 

flows for Lightning Knowledge and Lightning 

Communities. In the Recommended Setup 

window, we’ve also added an easy way to 

customize your case statuses. 

1 2

4
3



 Lightning  
for Developers

Developer Features

1  | Lightning Design System p. 27

2  |  Base Lightning Components p. 28

3  |  Lightning Data Service p. 29

4  |  Custom Page Templates p.30

5  |   Lightning Testing Service p. 31

"We saved 43% in development costs 

by building things right the first time 

on Sales Cloud Lightning." 

— Brad Kelley, AVP of Information Technology, 
  Elements Financial



Lightning Design System
Style with ease, design with expertise, and contribute  
with purpose.

Save development time and create modern, 

consistent apps with a collection of design patterns, 

components, and enterprise UX best practices. 

The Lightning Design System is a CSS Framework 

that provides a look and feel that’s consistent with 

Lightning Experience. The component classes enable 

you to build custom applications with a UI that is 

consistent with Salesforce, without having to reverse 

engineer our styles. Easily create pixel perfect apps 

that are seamlessly unified with the Salesforce user 

experience. 
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DEVELOPERS

Easily create pixel perfect apps 
that are seamlessly unified with the 
Salesforce user experience.

1 53 42
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DEVELOPERS

Base Lightning Components
Basic building blocks that are accessible to developers 
through code.

Base Lightning Components are the building 

blocks that make up the modern Lightning 

Experience, Salesforce1, and Lightning 

Communities user interfaces. They’re self-

contained and reusable units that you use to 

create new components or entire apps. They also 

have JavaScript and logic built right in. Many Base 

Lightning Components are directly integrated 

into Salesforce data and metadata to help 

kickstart your development efforts.  

But that’s not all. Base Lightning Components 

include Lightning Design System markup and 

classes to ensure that your components look like 

the Lightning Experience. 

The simplicity of the Base Lightning Component 

attributes and their clean and consistent 

definitions make them easy to use — enabling you 

to focus on your ideal user experience.

2 51 3 4



Lightning Data Service
Load, create, edit, or delete a record in your 
component, without requiring Apex code.

Simplify Lightning development with Lightning Data 

Service. Lightning Data Service handles sharing 

rules and field level security for you. In addition to 

not needing Apex, Lightning Data Service improves 

performance and data consistency across your 

components.

Lightning Data Service is critical to performance 

benefits. With it, records serving components are 

cached on the client side. Components accessing 

the same record see significant performance 

improvements, because a record is loaded only 

once, no matter how many components are using 

it. Shared records also improve user interface 

consistency. When one component updates a 

record, other components using it are notified, and 

refreshed automatically.

Lightning Data Service also enables offline access 

through Salesforce1.

DEVELOPERS

3
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DEVELOPERS

Custom Page Templates
Build custom page templates for Admins.

Now you’re no longer limited to the standard 

templates available for Lightning record, app, and 

Home pages. Take your business needs in hand, 

and create a Custom Page Template of your own 

that has the structure and components that you 

define. Add as many regions as you need, and 

even custom styling. 

Every Lightning page includes a template 

component that defines the page’s regions and 

what components it includes. Now you can create 

a custom Lightning page template component and 

make it available as a custom page template in the 

Lightning App Builder’s new page wizard.

4 51 2 3



Lightning Testing Service
Perform component-level tests on your components,  
as you build them.

Lightning Testing Service allows you to perform 

component-level tests on your components as you 

build them. Test Lightning components with the 

JavaScript test framework of your choice — Jasmine 

and Mocha are supported right out-of-the-box. 

Plus, Lightning Testing Service is ready to use with 

Continuous Integration through Salesforce DX. 

So now you can be more confident that every 

declarative component you deliver will perform fast, 

as expected, and will not create downstream impacts 

or other unintended side effects.
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Make Lightning 
Experience the 
Only Experience

Ready to get started on your Lightning journey?

It begins with the Lightning Experience Readiness Check. 

This is a one-click assessment and planning tool that 

prepares a step-by-step guide for bringing Lightning 

online for your company.

Next, sign up for a free 30-minute consultation with a 

Lightning expert for targeted recommendations on your 

next steps.

L E A R N  M O R E

"Other groups can't wait to move to 

Lightning. They know their experience 

is going to get so much better." 

— Mary Olson Fajimi, Senior Salesforce Admin,  
  US Auto Sales

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=lex_readiness_check.htm
https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=lex_readiness_check.htm

